Options in Education at SUNY Orange
Do you want to teach in the public schools in grades Pre-K-12

Then the next slide is for you!
Jointly Registered Teacher Education Program

- For students who want to transfer to SUNY New Paltz

- May also work well with other SUNY schools (you can look at the transfer college’s course requirements to be sure)

- Admittance to New Paltz is based on GPA (min. 2.75, average accepted education transfer student 3.2)

- Fewer electives, all credits with the minimum grade requirements will transfer

Liberal Arts AA or AS

- For students who do not know where they may transfer

- Many more electives, some may not transfer
Other Options in Education
(not designed as transfer programs)

AAS in Early Childhood
- Preschool teacher
- Child care worker
- Own your childcare center

Teaching Assistance Certificate
- Teaching assistant in the public schools
For more information:
on each program click on “Areas of Study” on our homepage